Automatic multi-document summarization needs to find representative sentences not only b y sentence distrib ution to select the most important sentence b ut also b y how informative a term is in a sentence. Sentence distrib ution is suitab le for ob taining important sentences b y determining frequent and well-spread words in the corpus b ut ignores the grammatical information that indicates instructive content. The presence or ab sence of informative content in a sentence can b e indicated b y grammatical information which is carried b y part of speech (POS) lab els. In this paper, we propose a new sentence weighting method b y incorporating sentence distrib ution and POS tagging for multi -document summarization. Similarity-based Histogram Clustering (SHC) is used to cluster sentences in the data set. Cluster ordering is b ased on cluster importance to determine the important clusters. Sentence extraction b ased on sentence distrib ution and POS tagging is introduced to extract the representative sentences from the ordered clusters. The results of the experiment on the Document Unde rstanding Conferences (DUC) 2004 are compared with those of the Sentence Distrib ution Method. Our proposed method achieved b etter results with an increasing rate of 5.41% on ROUGE-1 and 0.62% on ROUGE-2.
Introduction
The number of documents is increasing rapidly daily. The information contained within multi-documents means that it is now a requirement to spend s ignificant amounts of time finding a representative sentence from all documents. Such sentences are referred to as candidate important sentences. Sentences containing important words and which are well spread in the document are termed important sentences. Text summarization is a process for obtaining the shorter version in a text [1] . Multi-document summarization generates a representative summary or abstract of the entire document by reducing documents in size while retaining the main information of the original [2] .
A sentence-weighting strategy needs to choose a representative sentence as a summary. Such a sentence should contain as much information as possible from the document [3] and arrange important words scattered in the document. If the word is spread throughout the document, it will have a higher value than words with low distribution. Thus, the method of weighting sentences must pay attention to the level of word distribution.
Various kinds of methods to solve the multi-document summarization problem have been proposed. One involves using hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation (hLDA) in legal judgment clustering [4] . Another method uses the principle of vertex cover algorithms [5] . This method extracts a summary by selecting sentences that cover the input document's main concepts. It can generate a summary that covers the document's main concepts, required length, and minimum redundancy. Another method uses only frequent words in document summarization that will be used in document clustering [6] . Another approach involves optimizing diversity, coherence, and coverage among the summary sentences [7] .
This approach uses a self-adaptive differential evolution (SaDE) algorithm to solve the optimization problem. Such an approach can produce a good summary with an appropriate level  ISSN: 1693-6930 TELKOMNIKA Vol. 16 , No. 2, April 2018 : 843 -851 844 of readability. The Hypergraph-based Vertex-reinforced random walk framework is proposed for multi-document summarization by integrating multiple important factors for sentence ranking [8] . This method produces a summary that only considers the topic distribution relationship among sentences. Another method uses a statistical decision by calculating the weight of sentences based on word distribution (SDM) [9] . According to SDM, the important sentences that become candidates for summary sentences are obtained based on the distribution of important words. This method uses local and global sentence distribution for weighting sentences. Local sentence distribution can determine the importance of a sentence in the single cluster by assuming that the sentence that has more spread elements in a cluster is more important and has a higher position in that cluster. Global sentence distribution can determine the importance of a sentence in a set of clusters. The sentence that has more spread elements in its cluster but less scattered in another cluster is more important and has a higher global sentence distribution weight.
SDM focuses on statistical decisions to develop the weight of words, which means that they need to find important sentences by determining the frequency and spread of words in the corpus. Further, SDM ignores the grammatical information that indicates instructive content. Grammatical information carried by part of speech (POS) label can indicate to an extent the presence or absence of informative content in sentence and increase the quality of translation [10] - [11] . SDM will produce a good result if the frequent and spread word has informative content in the sentence. In contrast, it may inferior if the frequent and spread word is fewer content-bearing words. Sentence distribution and grammatical information carried by POS can be a great combination to find important sentence because it arranges the summary from sentences that have many frequent, spread, and most content -bearing words.
Summarization based on frequency and spread of words is not enough. Such as SDM which cannot distinguish the different function or meaning of a word. Any word that has various functions or meanings but the root form is same will be considered as a single word. It can be solved by grammatical information that is carried by a POS label. In fact, the content -bearing level of the word that can be obtained from such a POS label is also required. Both of these correspond to sentence distribution and grammatical information. Therefore, a weighting strategy that can integrate sentence distribution and grammatical information is needed.
In this paper, we propose a new sentence weighting method by incorporating sentence distribution and POS tagging for multi-document summarization. The proposed weighting method will integrate the power of frequency and content-bearing words for selecting important sentences. The proposed method can improve the quality of summary -containing sentences which have many frequent, well spread, and the most content-bearing words.
Research Method
In this study, the research method from Sarkar [12] was adopted and the framework by Lukmana [13] was also employed. There are 5 steps that are conducted to obtain final summaries: 1) text preprocessing, 2) sentence clustering for clustering sentences in the dataset, 3) cluster ordering to order the cluster by descending order, 4) sentence extraction for extracting the representative sentence from each cluster as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 5 arranging summaries from representative sentences. Figure 1 . The steps involved in sentence extraction.
Text Preprocessing Phase
Text preprocessing involves ensuring that the text is more structured and compatible with the system. In this study, we use four steps in text preprocessing: 1) tokenizing is conducted to split the sentence into words so that each word can stand alone, 2) then, POS tagging is used to label each word with its POS label of a sentence, 3) after that, stopword removal is processed to remove the inappropriate keywords, such as prepositions, pronouns, and conjunctions, and then finally 4) in order to obtain the basic word of each word, a stemming process is conducted. In this study, Stanford of natural language processing is used in the tokenizing and POS tagging processes. A stoplist dictionary is used for stopword removal and an English porter stemmer library is used for stemming.
Sentence Clustering Phase
Each sub-topic or sentence in the document set should be identified properly by using similarity-based histogram clustering (SHC) [12] . This is used to cluster each sentence based on its similarity to another sentence. Uni-gram matching-based similarity is used to obtain the similarity between a candidate of cluster member sentence and each sent ence in a cluster [9] . The similarity between two sentences is calculated based on the number of similar words between two sentences (
, which is divided by the number of words in the first sentence s i and the second sentence s j ( (1).
as shown in Equation
The similarity value of each pair of sentences in a cluster is saved in a list of similarity values of a cluster Sim={sim 1 , sim 2 , sim 3 , …, sim m }. The length of Sim depends on the number of existing pairs of sentences m. The value of m is obtained by Equation (2). ,
where n is the number of sentences in a cluster.
A similarity histogram of a cluster can be noted as H= {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , ..., h nb }. The value of h i denotes the number of similar pairs of each sentence in a cluster with a similarity lower limit value in the bin sim li and similarity upper limit value in the bin sim ui , as shown in Equation (3). The histogram ratio of a cluster HR can be obtained by using Equations (4) and (5) . 
where S T denotes similarity threshold, T is the number of bins corresponding to the similarity threshold, and n b denotes the number of bins. A sentence will be a member of a cluster if it satisfies the characteristics of the cluster. However, a new cluster will be made from a sentence if the sentence does not satisfy the characteristics of the cluster [9] .
Cluster Ordering Phase
The set of clusters that have been obtained from the previous phase has to be ordered, because the number of clusters is unknown. It is conducted to obtain the convenient cluster that will be used in making the summary process. The more important cluster will be in the top of ordered cluster list. The importance of a cluster can be determined based on the number of important or frequent words in it [14] . Each word in the cluster is tested based on the value of threshold θ. The word w is considered as a frequent word if its frequency count (w) meets the threshold θ.
The weight of the word w can be obtained by calculating the frequencies of all words in the input document. The weight of a cluster is calculated with respect to the number of frequent words in the cluster. The cluster importance method used in this study is based on [12] . The cluster importance weight of each cluster weight (cj) can be calculated using Equation (6). Cluster ordering is conducted by sorting the cluster based on the cluster importance weight with descending order.
Sentence Extraction Phase
Sentence extraction is used to determine the most important sentences from each ordered cluster. Those sentences will be the representative sentences from each cluster and will be used to form summaries. In this study, we use a new method to select the most important sentences using sentence distribution and POS tagging.
Part of Speech (POS)
POS has a function for natural language processing that can provide some information about a word (noun, verb) and the words around it (possessive pronoun, personal pronoun) [11] The presence of informative content can be indicated by POS's grammatical information [7] . Based on Jespersen's Rank Theory, POS can be ranked into four degrees: 1) nouns, because they have the most content-bearing labels, 2) adjectives, verbs and participles, 3) adverbs, and finally 4) all remaining POS [7] . In this study, the POS label of each word in a sentence will be combined with the word to be a term. The weight of local and global sentence distribution will be generated for each term.
Sentence Distribution Method
Weight of local and global sentence distribution are used to determine the weight of a sentence , as shown in Equation (7). . In this study, we combine both local and global sentence distribution with the weight of POS label. Both local and global sentence distribution of each term are calculated based on the POS label of the term. It is different from research [9] which only calculated both local and global sentence distribution of each term, without paying attention to the POS label. Local sentence distribution can determine the importance of a sentence in a cluster. The sentence that has more spread elements in a cluster is more important and has a higher position in that cluster [9] . This method will give a high local sentence distribution weight to a sentence that has more widely spread elements.
Global sentence distribution can determine the importance of a sentence in a set of clusters. The sentence that has more spread elements in its cluster but less scattered in another cluster is more important and has a higher global sentence distribut ion weight [9] . The weight of local distribution will be multiplied by the weight of global distribution to obtain the weight of a sentence. This process will determine high sentence weight if both local and global distribution weight is high. However, the weight of a sentence will be low if one of them is low.
Local Sentence Distribution with POS Label
The weight of local sentence distribution is calculated for each term j in sentence i. The term j is a combination of the word with its POS label in sentence i. For example, if in a sentence there are three similar words with two different POS labels, the term will be two: the word with the first POS label and the word with the second POS label. There are 5 steps of calculation in local sentence distribution method: distribution opportunities, total distribution, distribution expansion, sentence component or term weight based on POS label, and local sentence distribution weight of a sentence.
Distribution opportunities r ij of a term j is obtained by dividing the number of different 
A smaller value of term j in sentence i is closer to the distribution maximum [15] . The spread rate of term j in k can be obtained from Equation (10).
Then, expansion is optimally conducted to calculate the spread of term j in the cluster, as we can see in Equation (11) .
, (11) where is number of sentences containing term j in cluster k , and is the total number of sentences in cluster k . In this study, we consider the POS label of each term in a sentence. To do this, we make a list of POS label weight Wp. Equation (12) shows that there are four weight values in Wp because POS labels can be ranked into four degrees based on Jespersen's Rank Theory [10] . The values in Wp list are determined by our experiment. The value of Wp that will be used in the calculation of weight depends on the POS label of term j. The POS label weight of term j has to be determined before the weight of term j in a cluster is calculated. POS label weight to term j can be determined based on the POS label of term j. In this study, we propose a new method to combine sentence distribution weight and POS label weight. To calculate the weight of term j that is a combination of local sentence distribution and POS label weight in a cluster, we use Equation (13) inspired by [9] . 0.25 0.41, 0.59, 0.72,
The local sentence distribution weight of sentence is obtained by summing all of local sentence distribution weight of sentence's term and dividing it by the number of terms forming the sentence s i | |, as shown in Equation (14) .
Global Sentence Distribution with POS Label
The distribution of terms in sets of clusters can be defined as global sentence distribution. There are five calculation steps in global sentence distribution that are similar to the steps of local sentence distribution: distribution opportunities, total distribution, distribution expansion, sentence component or term weight based on POS label, and global sentence distribution weight of a sentence.
Similar to local sentence distribution, the weight of global sentence distribution is calculated to each term j in sentence i. The term j is a combination of a word with its POS label in sentence i. In global sentence distribution, the number of clusters m is needed because term j will be processed in the entire cluster. Distribution opportunities r jk of a term j in cluster k is obtained by dividing the number of different terms in cluster k | | with the number of different terms in the set of clusters | | . It is defined as
Distribution of term j in the set of cluster m, is obtained by a total of quadrate different between the frequency of term j in k jk v with the distribution frequency of term j in set of clusters multiplied by divided by , as shown in Equation (16) .
The spread rate of term j in the set of cluster can be determined by using Equation (17) .
The spread of term j in the set of clusters optimally can be calculated using expansion, as can be seen in Equation (18).
where p j is the number of clusters containing term j and P is the number of clusters. Similar to local sentence distribution, we also consider the POS label of each term in a sentence. To consider it, Wp is also used for calculating the weight of global sentence distribution. The POS label weight of term j has to be determined before the weight of term j in the set of clusters W g,j is calculated. To calculate the weight of term j that is a combination of global sentence distribution and POS label weight in the set of clusters, we use Equation (19) inspired by [9] . So, the weight of term j can be obtained by using Equation (19).
The global sentence distribution weight of sentence is obtained by summing all of global sentence distribution weight of sentence's term and dividing it by the number of terms forming the sentence s i | |, as shown in Equation (20).
Summary Arrangement Phase
The summary arrangement phase is conducted after the important sentences are obtained from the sentence extraction phase. The ordered cluster from the previous phase will be the reference for this phase. Sentences with higher sentence weight from the ordered cluster will be selected as cluster representative sentences . These representative sentences will be ordered based on the sequence of the ordered clusters. The selection of sentences is continuously performed until the length of the summary is fulfilled.
Results and Analysis
The experiments in this study were conducted using two important sentence methods for comparison, the sentence distribution method [9] , and our proposed method. The data used in this study is the document understanding conference's (DUC) 2004 task 2, comprising 50 groups of documents. The evaluation of summary results uses ROUGE -1 and ROUGE-2, where the higher the value, the better the quality, as shown in [16] .
POS Tagging weight
The weight of POS Tagging label was determined by a manual experiment using 568 sentences comprising 14,488 words. The experiment involves selecting every important word in each sentence, which led to 6,860 important words being chosen. The weight of POS Tagging can be calculated by using the total POS labels that are selected as important words IW pos divided by the total POS labels that appear in experiment T pos . This number can be defined as
The detailed results of POS label weight can be seen in Table 1 . This table shows that the POS label noun is the label with the highest weight. 
Testing of Sentence Distribution and Part of Speech Tagging
Testing is used to determine the result of the proposed method compared with the Sentence Distribution Method (SDM). The parameters used in this testing process are based on those parameters which exist in the SDM. An example of a summary generated from the proposed method can be seen in Table 2 . A summary result from the proposed method contains sentences with more content-bearing words than SDM. This happens because of the addition of POS weight on the weighting process. The result of testing for the proposed method and SDM can be seen in Table 3 . The proposed method does not treat every same word equally because the same word does not necessarily have the same function, as shown in Table 4 . The function of every word can be known by determining the POS label. Consequently, it treats every term based on the word and its POS label in a sentence. The POS label will affect the weight of every term. The weight of any terms that have labels other than noun will be reduced based on the level of POS label. However, the weight of any terms that have labels with respect to nouns will remain. By doing this, the proposed method can improve the quality of the summary result and describe the content from a multi-document well because it arranges the summary from sentences that are frequent, well spread, and have the most content-bearing words. In contrast, our proposed method cannot handle homonyms, which can lead to missed places regarding POS tagging labels for words.
Future Work
In the future, we propose to improve our proposed method in order to handle the homonyms in weighting sentences. Homonyms are words that have the same pronunciation and spelling but have different meanings. For example, the word 'rose' (a type of flower) and 'rose' (past tense of rise) are homonyms. Other examples, such as 'river bank', 'savings bank', and 'bank of switches' share a common spelling and pronunciation regarding word bank, but differ in meaning. Thus, they will produce different weights and different POS labels.
